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Abstract—Executable content is of growing importance
in many domains. How does one share and archive such
content at Internet-scale for spatial and temporal collaboration? Spatial collaboration refers to the classic concept of
user collaboration: two or more users who are at different
Internet locations performing a task using shared context.
Temporal collaboration refers to the archiving of context by
one user and use of that context by another user, possibly
many years or decades later. The term “shared context” has
typically meant shared documents or a shared workspace
such as a whiteboard. However, executable content forces
us to think differently. Just specifying a standardized data
format is not sufﬁcient; one has to accurately reproduce
computation. We observe that the precise encapsulation
of computing state provided by a virtual machine (VM)
may help us solve this problem. We can cope with large
VM size through a streaming mechanism that demand
fetches memory and disk state during execution. Based
on our positive initial experience with VMs for archiving
execution state, we propose the creation of Olive, an
Internet ecosystem of curated VM image collections.
Index Terms—virtual machine monitors, ﬁle systems,
operating systems, open source software

I. I NTRODUCTION
Collaboration is deﬁned as “the action of working
with someone to produce or create something” [1].
Shared context is essential for successful collaboration.
It typically takes the form of a shared workspace, document, machinery, or other tangible object. This leads to
the kinds of scenarios we associate with collaboration:
a group of users standing in front of a whiteboard;
coauthors working on editing a document; mechanics
troubleshooting an appliance; military planners studying
a terrain model; and so on. The advent of the Internet
has extended these scenarios to collaborators who are
physically separated by considerable distances, leading
to collaboration across space. Tools such as distributed
workspaces, shared whiteboards, and collaborative authoring software, as well as control mechanisms for
security and privacy have arisen from these roots.
Less explicitly recognized, but of equal impact and
historical signiﬁcance, is the concept of collaboration
across time. A composer and a performer, though separated by centuries, are effectively collaborating on the

creation of music. More generally, a long-dead author
and a reader can collaborate on the mental transformation of the reader; these, in turn, can sometimes lead
to more momentous real-world creations or transformations. Of course, there are fundamental limitations to
collaboration across time. Unlike collaboration across
space, where the collaborators can exert mutual inﬂuence
on each other, a reader cannot reach back in time and
get scientiﬁc authors’ opinions on how newly available
data would change their theories. 1
The accurate preservation, easy discovery, and rapid
retrieval of shared context to support collaboration over
time has been the domain of the digital library community. Mechanisms such as databases, distributed storage
systems, the Web, and search engines can be viewed as
tools that support this effort. Underlying this effort is
the fundamental assumption that shared context is in the
form of static content such as a book or a musical score.
Today, an increasing fraction of the world’s intellectual output is in the form of executable content.
These include simulation models, tutoring systems, expert systems, data visualization tools, and so on. Even
content that could be static (such as a company’s product
information Web page) is often dynamically generated
through execution of code that customizes the content
and appearance at runtime. What does it mean to preserve such content with perfect ﬁdelity over time? There
is no static object or collection of static objects that can
serve as shared context to freeze and preserve. Rather,
we need to freeze and precisely reproduce the execution
that dynamically produces the content.
II. E XECUTION F IDELITY
Precise reproduction of software execution, which we
call execution ﬁdelity, is a complex problem in which
many moving parts must all be perfectly aligned for a
solution. Preserving this alignment over space and time
is difﬁcult. Many things can change: the hardware, the
1 As we shall see later in this paper, emerging technology may make
it possible to partly alleviate this strong asymmetry.
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operating system, dynamically linked libraries, conﬁguration and user preference speciﬁcations, geographic
location, execution timing, and so on. Even a single
change may hurt ﬁdelity or completely break execution.
The need for execution ﬁdelity is not unique to the
digital library community. In the domain of commercial
software, it is a problem faced by every software vendor.
There is a strong desire to package software in a manner
that installs and works with minimal tinkering so that
the time to value for a customer is as short as possible.
This desire to avoid extensive installation effort argues
for rigid constraints on the software. At the same time,
vendors wish to target the largest possible market. This
argues for rich ﬂexibility and conﬁgurability of software
at installation time, to address the many unique needs
and constraints of different market niches and diverse
individual customers. Reconciling these contradictory
goals is a difﬁcult challenge.
Execution ﬁdelity is also valuable when collaboration
across space involves executable content. When help
desk technicians assist remote customers, their ability to
observe software behavior jointly in real time is likely to
be more effective than having customers describe what
they are seeing on their screens. Today, the most common class of tools for this purpose involves remote desktop technology. Examples include RDP in Windows [2]
and VNC [3] in Linux, as well as Web-based commercial
services such as WebEx [4] and GoToMyPC [5].
Unfortunately, the available mechanisms for ensuring
execution ﬁdelity are weak. Most software distribution
today takes the form of install packages, typically in
binary form but sometimes in source form. The act
of installing a package involves checking for a wide
range of dependencies, discovering missing components,
and ensuring that the transitive closure of dependencies
involving these components is addressed. Tools have
been developed to simplify and partially automate these
steps. However, the process still involves considerable
skill and knowledge, remains failure-prone, and typically
results in a long time-to-value metric for a customer.
These limitations directly affect collaboration across
time. The install packages themselves are static content,
and can be archived in a digital library with existing
mechanisms. However, the chances of successfully installing and executing this software in the distant future
are low. In addition to all of the software installation
challenges mentioned above, there is the additional difﬁculty that the passage of time makes hardware and
software environments obsolete. The chances of ﬁnding
compatible hardware and operating system on which
to even attempt an install become vanishingly small
over time scales of decades. These challenges have
long stymied efforts by the digital library community
to archive executable content [6], [7], [8].

 














 

Fig. 1.

Basic VM Concepts

For collaboration across space, today’s use of remote
desktop technology works reasonably well but faces
fundamental challenges. For highly interactive applications such as games and data visualizations, the end-toend network latency between collaborating parties limits
the perception of perfect ﬁdelity of execution. There is
growing evidence that although Internet bandwidth will
continue to improve over time, there are few economic
incentives to keep end-to-end latency low. As discussed
elsewhere [9], [10], [11], this limits the applicability of
the remote desktop approach at Internet scale to a fairly
narrow class of applications.
Is there a better way to ensure execution ﬁdelity?
Ideally, such a mechanism would simultaneously address
the challenges of software distribution as well as collaboration with executable content over space and time. We
present such a mechanism in the next section.
III. V IRTUAL M ACHINE T ECHNOLOGY
A virtual machine (VM) is a computer architecture
and instruction set emulator of such high accuracy that
neither applications nor the operating system are able
to detect the presence of the emulator. In other words,
emulated execution is indistinguishable from execution
on genuine hardware. Since the emulated hardware is
usually of the same type as the bare hardware on which
emulation is performed, we are effectively cloning a
physical machine into multiple VMs.
Figure 1 illustrates the key abstractions in the realization of a VM. The guest layer represents an unmodiﬁed
legacy computing environment, including one or more
applications and the operating system. The host layer is
responsible for virtualizing the bare hardware, including
devices such as disk, network, display and so on. The
host layer multiplexes the concurrent execution of multiple VMs, and ensures complete isolation of each VM’s
actions from other VMs. Each VM has execution context
represented by a VM monitor (VMM) in Figure 1.
VMs were invented by IBM in the mid-1960s as a
timesharing approach that enabled concurrent, cleanlyisolated system software development on a single mainframe by multiple programmers. Since mainframe hardware of that era was expensive, VMs were a costeffective approach to enhancing programmer productivity by providing a private “mainframe” for each devel-
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oper rather than reserving dedicated time on real hardware. Accuracy of hardware emulation was paramount
because the system software developed on a VM was
intended for use in a mainframe operating system. That
software had to work with negligible changes on the
real hardware. The techniques for efﬁcient and accurate
hardware virtualization that were developed in this era
have proved to be of lasting value. The accuracy of
virtualization is a key reason for VMs being a potential
solution to the problem of execution ﬁdelity today.
By the early 1970s, VMs were being used for purposes
well beyond those that motivated their invention. A commercial product, the VM/370 timesharing system [12],
was highly successful and was in widespread use for
well over a decade. Its descendants continue to be in use
on IBM mainframes as z/VM today [13]. However, the
emergence of the personal computer led to the eclipse
of the VM as a computing abstraction by the late 1980s.
Cheap PCs with a rigidly-controlled operating system
(MS-DOS initially, and various versions of Windows
later) displaced VMs as the most cost-effective way to
deliver computing with high execution ﬁdelity. Events
have now come full circle. The emergence of cloud
computing has restored lustre to the VM abstraction.2
Large commercial investments are now being made in
VM technology and VM-based systems.
Figure 2 illustrates the value proposition of the VM
abstraction today. A large legacy world of software,
including operating system software, represents a substantial intellectual and ﬁnancial investment that has been
already been made on existing computer hardware. This
legacy world can be completely closed-source: there is
no requirement for availability of source code, nor a
requirement for recompilation or relinking. All that is
needed is standard software installation, just as on real
hardware. Beneath the implementation of the emulated
hardware interface, there can be extensive innovation
along many dimensions. This innovation is totally isolated from the idiosyncrasies of the legacy world above.
In cloud computing, the freedom to innovate beneath the
hardware interface allows the creation of valuable system
management functionality such as server consolidation
for energy savings and elastic computing for bursty
server loads. More generally, it allows an enterprise to
virtualize and outsource its entire data center to a remote
third party such as Amazon Web Services [14].
Certain speciﬁc attributes of the VM abstraction accounts for its longevity and success. The hourglass shape
in Figure 2 could depict the interface speciﬁcation of any
abstraction (thin waist), applications dependent on this
interface (above), and implementations of this interface
2 The VMs in cloud computing are typically based on the Intel x86
architecture rather than the IBM 370 architecture, but that is a minor
detail relative to the big picture.



  
 


  
  

   

Fig. 2.

Legacy-compatible VM Ecosystem

(below). More speciﬁcally, it could represent an execution engine such as the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [15]
or the Dalvik Virtual Machine for the Android platform [16]. While these alternatives (collectively referred
to as software virtualization) have successful niches,
they do not approach the VM abstraction (also referred
to as hardware virtualization) in terms of longevity,
widespread usage and real-world impact.
Why is hardware virtualization so much more successful? First, the interface presented by the VM abstraction
is compatible with legacy operating systems and their
valuable ecosystems of applications. The ability to sustain these ecosystems without code modiﬁcations is a
powerful advantage of VMs. The ecosystems supported
by software virtualization tend to be much smaller.
For example, a JVM is only valuable in supporting
applications written in speciﬁc languages such as Java.
In contrast, a VM is language-agnostic and OS-agnostic.
In fact, a JVM can be part of the ecosystem supported
by a VM. Hardware virtualization can thus subsume
software virtualization. Second, a VM interface is narrow and stable relative to typical software interfaces.
In combination, these two attributes ensure adequate
return on investments in the layer below. By deﬁnition,
a narrow interface imposes less constraints on the layer
below and thus provides greater freedom for innovation.
The stability of a VM interface arises from the fact
that the hardware it emulates itself evolves very slowly
and almost always in an upward-compatible manner. In
contrast, the pliability of software results in more rapid
evolution and obsolescence of interfaces. Keeping up
with these changes requires high maintenance effort.
Pliability also leads to widening of narrow interfaces
over time, because it is difﬁcult to resist the temptation
to extend an interface for the beneﬁt of a key application.
Over time, the burden of sustaining a wide interface
constrains innovation below the interface.
The importance of the narrowness and stability of an
interface can be seen in the contrasting fortunes of process migration and VM migration, which are essentially
the same concept applied at different levels of abstraction. Process migration is an operating system capability
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IV. T RANSPORTING VM S ACROSS S PACE AND T IME
Modern implementations of the VM abstraction provide support for an executing VM to be suspended.
This is conceptually similar to what happens when you
close the lid of a laptop computer. An exact record of
the execution state of the VM at suspend is captured
and saved as ﬁles in the host ﬁle system. There are
typically distinct representations of the VM’s persistent
state (i.e., its virtual disks) and its volatile state (i.e.
memory, registers, etc.). These are referred to as the
VM’s disk image and memory image respectively. For
brevity, we refer to a combination of the two as a VM
image. Execution can be resumed from a VM image.
This is equivalent to opening the lid of a suspended
laptop, and seamlessly continuing work. If a VM is shut
down, rather than suspended, there is no memory image
saved. Resuming such a VM is equivalent to powering up
hardware, resulting in a fresh boot of the guest operating
system. An executable VM that is created from a VM
image is called a VM instance. Some use cases may
restrict the number of concurrent VM instances that can
be created from a single VM image.
A VM image is static content that can transmitted
across the Internet for sharing, or archived for later
retrieval. If you have a VM image, resuming the suspended VM only requires a compatible VMM and host
hardware. Everything else needed for perfect execution
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that allows a running process to be paused, relocated
to another machine, and continued there. It has been a
research focus of many experimental operating systems
built in the past 20 years. Examples include Demos [17],
V [18], Mach [19], Sprite [20], Charlotte [21], and
Condor [22]. These independent validation efforts have
shown beyond reasonable doubt that process migration
can indeed be implemented with acceptable efﬁciency.
Yet, in spite of its research popularity, no operating
system in widespread use today (proprietary or open
source) supports process migration as a standard facility.
The reason for this paradox is that a typical implementation of process migration involves such a wide interface
that it is easily rendered incompatible by a modest
external change such as an operating system upgrade.
Long-term maintenance of machines with support for
process migration involves too much effort relative to
the beneﬁts it provides. The same concept of pausing an
executing entity, relocating it, and resuming execution
can be applied to an entire VM rather than a single
process. This is VM migration, a capability that is in
widespread use in cloud computing systems today. Guest
OS changes do not affect an implementation of VM
migration. This insulation from change, embodied in the
narrow and stable VM interface, is crucial to the realworld success of VM migration.

"

VM-based Cloud Computing Strategies

ﬁdelity is contained within the VM image. The use of
VMs thus transforms the difﬁcult problem of collaborating with executable content into the more tractable
problem of efﬁcient transmission, storage and retrieval
of VM images.
Separating image storage from instance execution
leads to a rich design space for VM-based cloud computing. As Figure 3 shows, this design space has two dimensions. One dimension is the location of the deﬁnitive
copy of the VM image (ignoring cache copies): local to
the execution site, or in the cloud. The other dimension
is where a VM instance executes: locally (at the edges
of the Internet) or within the cloud. This results in the
four quadrants depicted in Figure 3:
•
•

•

•

The local-local quadrant is equivalent to the classic
unvirtualized model of desktops and laptops today.
The cloud-cloud quadrant corresponds to situations
where both VM image storage and execution occur
within the cloud. This is the model supported by
public clouds such as Amazon Web Services, and is
often what is meant by the term “cloud computing.”
The local-cloud quadrant corresponds to situations
where a local VM image is instantiated in a remote
cloud, typically for use of more powerful computing
resources or for proximity to large data sets. This
is essentially the metaphor of grid computing. Use
cases in which large data sets are shared by a
community of researchers using this mechanism can
be viewed as a form of collaboration across space.
The cloud-local quadrant is of particular interest to
the topic of this paper and is discussed in detail
below. This quadrant corresponds to a VM image
archived in the cloud being instantiated and executed at an edge node of the Internet.3 We label this
quadrant Transient PC because it evokes the vision
of a transient or disposable computing instance that
is brought into existence anywhere on the Internet,
used and then discarded. If its ﬁnal state is valuable,
that could be archived as a new image in the cloud.

3 The private cloud of an enterprise can be viewed as “an edge node
of the Internet” for this discussion.
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Evolution of the Internet Suspend/Resume
(ISR) System
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local file
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Linux

Fig. 9.

ISR Client Structure

The Transient PC model is well suited to supporting
collaboration across time. Just as we retrieve a pdf ﬁle
today, view it on an edge device such as a desktop, laptop
or smartphone and then discard the ﬁle, we can envision a VM corresponding to executable content being
dynamically instantiated and executed on an edge device.
There are many details to get right, but in principle this
approach offers far better execution ﬁdelity than any
of the alternatives available today. This is because the
entire transitive closure of dependencies (including the
operating system, dynamically linked libraries, supporting applications, and so on) are archived along with the
application of interest within the VM image.
Our work has conﬁrmed the feasibility of using the
Transient PC model for executing obsolete content. Figure 4 through Figure 7 show screenshots from executing
instances of VM images that were created from the original install disks of long-obsolete software. These include
the Windows 3.1 ecosystem on Intel x86 hardware, the
Mac OS ecosystem on Motorola 68040 hardware, and
the OpenStep ecosystem for x86 hardware. The Mac OS
example involve two layers of hardware emulation. The
ﬁrst layer of emulation is for now-obsolete hardware
(Motorola 68040). This emulator as well as the VM
image it uses (created from the original install disks)
are encapsulated within an outer VM image that is
archived. Execution speed is acceptable in spite of two
layers of hardware emulation because of the enormous
improvement in processor performance that has occurred
since the heyday of these obsolete ecosystems.
With additional machinery, the Transient PC model
could also support near real-time collaboration across
space between multiple users. This would consist of a

VM instance executing at each user’s site, along with
mechanisms to propagate changes resulting from each
user’s interactions to the other VM instances. In effect,
a collection of VM instances dispersed across the edges
of the Internet are kept in sync as they interact with their
users. This achieves the effect of the remote desktop
approach mentioned in Section II, but with much better
execution ﬁdelity since it is less sensitive to wide-area
Internet latency. There is an extensive body of research
on logging and replay of VMs that could be leveraged
for this purpose [23], [24], [25]. In addition, there would
need to be an appropriate model of concurrency control
to ensure that the divergence of VM instances remains
within acceptable bounds. The simplest concurrency
control approach would be a token-passing scheme that
allows at most one user at a time to be the “writer.” More
sophisticated models of collaboration will require more
complex concurrency control approaches. For example,
multi-user graphics-intensive computer gaming at Internet scale may beneﬁt from this approach if game-speciﬁc
concurrency control can be efﬁciently supported.
The superior execution ﬁdelity of VMs comes at a
price. A typical VM image is many gigabytes in size,
possibly tens of gigabytes. In contrast, a typical pdf
document is tens of kilobytes to a few megabytes in size.
While storage capacity in the cloud for VM images is of
some concern, a more serious concern is their efﬁcient
transmission over the Internet. Even at 100 Mbps, full
transfer of a 10 GB image will take at least 800 seconds
(over 13 minutes). Over the wide-area Internet, with
end-to-end bandwidths approaching 10 Mbps at wellconnected sites, the transfer will take over 8000 seconds
(over two hours). These are clearly unacceptably long
periods for a user to wait before executable content can
be viewed. Ideally, the startup delay experienced by a
user at a well-connected Internet site should be no more
than a few seconds to tens of seconds. While Internet
bandwidth will continue to improve over time, it is also
likely that VM images will grow larger.
The obvious solution is to adopt the approach of
streaming used by video sites such as YouTube. This
would allow a user to begin viewing content as soon
as a modest preﬁx has been transferred. Unfortunately,
the problem is more complex than video streaming
because a VM instance is unlikely to access its VM
image in simple linear order. It is the complex runtime
behavior of a VM instance (including user interactions,
data dependencies, temporal locality and spatial locality)
that determines the reference pattern to its VM image.
To address this problem, we have shown how demandpaged execution of a VM instance can be implemented
in a VMM-agnostic manner. Using this approach resume
latencies of tens of seconds are achievable today at
well-connected Internet sites. This work has been done
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Fig. 4.

Windows 3.1 as Guest Operating System within a VM (screenshot captured on September 28, 2011)

Fig. 5.

TurboTax 1997 Executing within Windows 3.1 Guest in a VM (screenshot captured on September 28, 2011)
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Fig. 6.

Mac OS for Motorola 68040 hardware with Mosaic 1.0 in a VM (screenshot captured on September 28, 2011)

Fig. 7.

OpenStep for x86 Hardware in a VM (screenshot captured on September 28, 2011)
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Global
Olive

Few instances
1 to 10 worldwide

few to many
relationship

Cloud
Olive

Cloud operator viewpoint
• ~1 to 5 year timescale
Numerous instances • reliability and availability
10 to 1000 worldwide
concerns foremost
• usage metering important
One or few per
Fortune 500 enterprise • revocation of licenses possible
• lightweight publication process
(within cloud and from edge to cloud)

one to many
relationship

Edge
Olive
Fig. 10.

Myriad instances
102 to 106 per cloud



Librarian viewpoint
• ~10 to 100 year timescale
• no execution capability
• archiving & preservation
concerns foremost
• provenance tracking critical
• rigorous licensing scrutiny
and enforcement
• heavyweight publication process
• not in mission-critical path

End user viewpoint
• crisp interaction foremost
• availability important
• disconnected operation possible
• “disposable” computing hardware

Olive as a Concept at Multiple Levels

R
in the context of the Internet Suspend/Resume
(ISR)
system [26], [27], [28]. Figure 8 summarizes the evolution of this system, while Figure 9 illustrates the key
components of an ISR client.

V. T HE O LIVE V ISION
We have shown that VMs can archive executable
content over time periods of at least 10–15 years, and
possibly much longer. To realize the full potential of
this capability we envision Olive, a VM-based Internet
ecosystem for executable content. At the heart of Olive
is open-source software for contributing VM images,
curating them in Internet repositories so that licensing
and intellectual property constraints are enforced, and
efﬁciently retrieving and executing them at a cloud
provider or at an edge device (i.e., the cloud-cloud and
cloud-local quadrants of Figure 3). The ISR mechanism
for streamed execution of VM images (mentioned in
Section IV) is a good starting point for this body of
software, but much additional functionality has to be
conceived, designed and implemented.
As shown in Figure 10, Olive is a concept that applies
at multiple levels of the Internet. At the global or
planetary level, we envision a relatively small number
of archival sites (less than 100, more likely 1–10) where
VM images are curated. Olive also has a presence at the
level of a public cloud provider such as Amazon Web
Services, or within the private cloud of an enterprise
(most likely totaling a few hundred to a few thousand
clouds). At this level, VM images may be cached in their
entirety from global Olive repositories. They may also
have customizations that are cloud-speciﬁc or enterprisespeciﬁc. Finally, Olive’s presence at any edge device on
the Internet enables ubiquitous streamed execution of
VM images over wired and wireless networks at any






















 









 



 

Fig. 11.

Extending an Olive VM Image

time and place (totaling 100 million or more devices
worldwide). For scalability, VM images may be streamed
to an edge device from a cloud provider rather than
directly from a global Olive repository.
The ability to customize VM images within a cloud is
an important Olive capability because it helps VM image
contributors to honor software licensing constraints. Executable software content created by one person almost
always depends on other software content. Take for
example someone who wants to contribute the popular
computer game Pac-Man to a global Olive repository.
This person may have the rights to contribute the PacMan application, but not the rights to the operating
system and other software that must exist on the VM
inside which Pac-Man has to run. If the contribution
to Olive included those other software components, it
would require negotiation of re-distribution rights on all
those other components with their corresponding owners.
This is not an issue with a totally open source software
stack, but it can be a laborious and expensive task when
proprietary software is involved. This legal hurdle and its
associated litigation and business risks could discourage
many from making valuable Olive contributions.
Olive solves this problem by allowing one VM to extend another VM, thereby creating a new VM. Figure 11
illustrates one way this can work. In step 1, a person
or organization that wants to contribute an operating
system to Olive, does so as a VM that includes a fully
installed and tested image of that operating system. A
different person or organization can then retrieve this
VM, start it on their own laptop, and install the PacMan application. The resulting VM, which includes both
the operating system and the Pac-Man application, can
then be published back into Olive. Olive technology
will recognize that this new VM is an extension of
a virtual machine that already exists in its library. It
will automatically compute the delta content between
the two (which is the contribution from the Pac-Man
application), and store this delta internally. Thus, the
Pac-Man contributor only contributes bits that he owns to
Olive and does not violate any licensing restrictions. This
process is reversed during the customization step within
a cloud: the Pac-Man delta is applied to the original VM
to produce a merged VM.
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(c) Future Olive
Fig. 12.

The Power of Open Ecosystems

Olive will be an ecosystem built around open standards and interfaces rather than a closed, proprietary system. The vibrant Internet and Linux ecosystems shown
in Figures 12(a) and 12(b) are testimonials to the
power of open standards. In both cases, a relatively
small collection of open components at the waistline
sustains large business investments above and below that
waistline. Figures 12(c) illustrates the hypothetical Olive
ecosystem of the future. At the waistline are a small set
of open components such as ISR. Above are publishers
of open or proprietary executable content. Below are
open or proprietary tools and mechanisms. We believe
that such an open ecosystem has the potential to be far
more inﬂuential and viable than a proprietary ecosystem.
VI. O LIVE AND D IGITAL L IBRARIES
Historically across the disciplines, academic libraries
have maintained the scholarly record, which ﬁxes credit
for innovation, invention, and progress. For the stone
tablet, papyrus, vellum, and paper environments, successful retention has been challenging but attainable.
The realm of static digital resources has proven more
challenging [29], but standards and best practices have
led several libraries through successful migrations of
large corpuses. Libraries are also the logical stewards
for executable content as for other scholarly content.
Academic libraries have universally accepted their faculty’s research and publication products, which may

range from cooking, to chemistry, to computing. The
last now complain that they cannot fully appreciate and
understand work if it is just represented by object code
divorced from source code. Computer scientists need
to see what a program does when it runs to be fully
informed and enriched by their tradition. As Olive is realized, libraries, working with their computing colleagues,
will be able to commit to the long term preservation of
diverse forms of executable content. Examples include
tutoring systems (such as Loop Tutor, Hypertutor, and
iCarnegie), games (such as Rogue, MUDs, Doom, and
Duke Nukem), databases (such as Clueset), and obsolete
versions of major commercial operating systems and
applications.
Trying to maintain the equipment to run these older
works is not an elegant preservation solution. Many
of the ﬁrst choices of works to be archived may, of
necessity, be those with less commercial value. The
JSTOR database has demonstrated that rights owners
can be persuaded to give permission for the use of
less valuable content (journal articles over ﬁve years
old). Nevertheless, intellectual property restrictions will
be a signiﬁcant challenge. Another signiﬁcant challenge
will be sustaining the archive for academic products
long term. Many models exist: JSTOR (subscription),
the dark archives Portico and LOCKSS (membership),
and NIH’s PubMedCentral and Bibliothque Nationale de
France’s DeepArc (government funding). The Million
Books Project model (multinational governments, subscription, and university computer science department
and library support) has proven to be less effective [30].
VII. C ONCLUSION
Rich shared context facilitates human collaboration.
Face to face interaction is the gold standard for shared
context, since it supports the full range of visual, aural
and tactile real-time interactions involved in conveying
procedural and declarative knowledge. Even in the 21st
century, people travel to meetings, workshops and conferences for this highest quality of shared context.
Extending collaboration across space and time to
approach this gold standard has been a human quest
since the dawn of civilization. The invention of writing, and the emergence of libraries profoundly changed
collaboration across time. Over centuries, this quest
has led to other transformative inventions such as the
printing press, telephony, the motion picture, television,
the Internet, and social networks such as Facebook. Yet,
in spite of these impressive advances, the shared context
supported by them has always been static in nature.
Today’s Flickr images and YouTube videos may only
bear a distant relationship to writing on clay tablets,
but they both represent static content from the viewpoint
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of archiving. Sharing executable content has been theoretically possible since the invention of the computer.
This would enhance and enrich collaborations, bringing
them closer to the gold standard. But only now have the
foundational technologies for this capability matured to
the point where we can build upon them.
Procedural artifacts ranging from scientiﬁc simulation
models to interactive games play an increasingly important role in our lives. The ability to archive these artifacts
for posterity would be an important transformative step.
Imagine being able to reach back across time to execute
the simulation model of a long-dead scientist on new
data that you have just acquired. What do the results
suggest? Would they have changed the conclusions of
that scientist? Although you aren’t quite bringing the
scientist back to life, you are collaborating with that
person in a way that was not possible until now. As we
have shown in this paper, there is now a convergence of
key technologies needed for such scenarios. Foremost
among these are VM technology, cloud computing and
high bandwidth wide-area networks. From these roots,
the Olive vision emerges as a natural next step for
supporting collaborations across space and time.
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